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GENERAL  SECRETARY'S  LETTER

Dear Members, 

Indian Railway's Signaling & Telecommunication Department is now being faced with many challenges. The 
challenge is not only to implement the sanctioned projects but also to develop capacity in the corporate world to 
carry out these works. 

I hope that the contents in the Journal will be useful to Signaling & Telecommunications professionals working on 
various Railways. I also request that Signaling & Telecommunications officers should come forward and write 
articles on the activities being done by them. 

(Kundan Choudhary)
CAO / IRPMU &

Gen. Secretary / IRSTE (India) 

New Delhi
April, 2009

US House considers extending PTC deadline

The United States House Transportation Committee has proposed extending the deadline to install Positive Train Control 
(PTC) by five years from December 31 2015 to December 31 2020 (IRJ February p40).

The American Energy and Infrastructure Jobs Act permits railways to implement a comparable alternative to PTC that is 
proven to reduce the risk of spills of hazardous materials. Under the bill, railways could revise their PTC rollout plans to 
include lines that would adopt their alternative risk reduction strategy. They would also be required to submit their 
implementation plan changes by December 31 2015, a three year extension.

The House passed the law requiring a nationwide deployment of PTC on all passenger lines and routes that carry 
hazardous materials following an accident in California on September 12 2008 in which a Union Pacific freight train 
collided with a Metrolink commuter train killing 25, Assertions that PTC, which can determine the speed and location of a 
train, warn drivers of potential problems, and take action to stop a train if there is no response to a warning, could have 
prevented the accident, led the House to pass legislation that required the rollout of PTC on 117,482km of track by the end 
of 2015.

The extension is likely to be welcomed by Class I freight railways which have criticised the tight timeframe for 
implementation and the substantial cost of the rollout, which the Federal Railroad Administration estimates at $US 13.2bn 
over 20 years.

The $US 260bn bill, which is described by committee chairman Republican Mr John Mica as " the largest transportation 
reform bill since the creation of the Interstate Highway System in 1956," would also implement changes to the Railroad 
Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing (RRIF) programme.

Under the RRIF programme, eligible railways and state and local governments, government-sponsored authorities and 
corporations or joint-ventures can apply for direct loans and loan-guarantees of up to $US 35bn to improve or rehabilitate 
intermodal or rail equipment or facilities. The legislation is intended to encourage greater participation in the scheme and 
to speed up the loan application process and make it more efficient and predictable. In addition, high speed rail projects 
would be eligible for RRIF.

However, the bill also includes provisions tat would enable states to increase the size and weight limit of lorries potentially 
harming the attractiveness of rail freight over road. The Association of American Railroads has criticised the move 
because it would damage the nation's highways, requiring states and taxpayers to spend more on repairs, and add to 
traffic congestion.
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1.0 Preface

With constraints in line capacity and cases of safety breach 
due to staff failure on Indian Railways, IR is looking for 
substantial improvement in their signaling, administrative 
and safety systems through adoption of modern technologies 
at optimal cost. In this effort, it is pertinent to identify the gaps 
in the present system and introduce technology which can 
not only support legacy systems but also able to integrate 
with new Signaling and telecommunication systems of Indian 
Railways.   

RailTel Corporation a fully owned Public sector enterprise 
under Ministry of Railways operates a country vide fiber optic 
network along the secured Right of Way (RoW) along the 
Railway track thereby covering all states of mainland and 
connecting over 7000 locations including in rural and remote 
parts of country. In addition, RailTel is creating a fiber optic 
network in all states of North East under the USO 
(Universal Service Obligation) project of Department of 
Telecommunication in which connectivity on fiber till 
Tehsil/Block level will be provided which is lacking presently. 
Further RailTel has mapped its entire network on GIS 
platform which clearly shows that RailTel's network covers 
approx. 1.5 Lac panchayats of the country within 20KM 
radius out of total 2.5 Lac panchayats of the country. RailTel 
operates a high capacity network including MPLS based 
network serving various Govt. institutions/departments, 
banks, institutions, etc.     
    
In this background, it becomes apparent being a part of 
Railways, RailTel can be an important partner in 
providing the high capacity futuristic network 
requirement to Indian Railways for the above project. 
This report aims to explain comprehensive network solution 
that RailTel can offer to achieve the objectives of this 
important project of MoR. RailTel being at the forefront of 
introducing various next generation technologies (especially 
IP based) in Indian Railways and other Government 
departments is well suited to implement such a network. This 
report provides technical insight on RailTel's existing network 
reach, various network technologies implemented, 
experience in implementing projects of national importance 
and solution & design of the proposed network. It shall enable 
a modern network for Railway Signaling & Telecom systems 
best suited for Indian Railways for its goal to become a 
modern Railway network.

2.0 Introduction about RailTel and its network

BUILDING FUTURISTIC NETWORK FOR 
INDIAN RAILWAY'S SIGNALING & 
ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATIONS  

by  

ANSHUL GUPTA
ED / CC, RailTel

ALOK AGNIHOTRI
Manager / Marketing, RailTel

RailTel Corporation of India Limited (RailTel) an ISO-
9001:2000 organization is a Government of India 
undertaking under the Ministry of Railways. The Corporation 
was formed in Sept 2000 with the objectives to create 
nationwide Broadband Telecom and Multimedia Network in 
all parts of the country, to modernize Train Control Operation 
and Safety System of Indian Railways and to significantly 
contribute to realization of goals and objective of National 
Telecom Policy 1999. The services offered by RailTel 
includes National Long Distance Bandwidth leasing, Internet 
Services, Tower Space for Antennae  Co-location services, 
Dark Fibre leasing and VPN services.   

Indian Railways have seamless Right of Way along 62,800 
KM of Railway Track passing through 7000 stations across 
the country. With the formation of Corporation, the Right of 
Way (RoW) has been assigned to RailTel and thus about 
40000 KM of OFC has been commissioned by RailTel, 
connecting over 4000 stations across India. RailTel is 
terminating 1 pair of fiber at every Railway station enroute 
which are spaced at every 8-10 Kms to serve its parent 
organization. RailTel plans to lay over 53000 KM of fiber 
across Railway tracks thus connecting over 5500 stations on 
its backbone by 2014. It has already become largest 
neutral telecom infrastructure government owned 
company. RailTel has also built state of the art multimedia 
telecom network using SDH/DWDM based transmission 
systems and high end MPLS–IP routers. RailTel has 
extensive expertise in building telecom networks.  Moreover, 
RailTel draws its manpower from signal and telecom branch 
of Indian Railway which has been in the business of 
construction, operation and maintenance of telecom systems 
for more than 50 years.

2.1 Backbone Network

RailTel has built state of the art backbone network using 
latest SDH & DWDM technology. More than 600 important 
cities and 3400 other towns and village stations covering over 
40,000 RKMs across the country are connected on backbone 
network with multiple of STM-16 (2.5 Gbps) connectivity 
presently. In addition, RailTel has also implemented a high 
capacity DWDM (Dense Wave Duplex Multiplexing) based 
backbone network initially equipped for 100 Gbps which can 
be further augmented to 400/800 Gbps in future. The DWDM 
network has already been implemented in southern part of 
India covering approx 10000 RKM which will eventually cover 
whole of India by 2012. The below network shows availability 
of RailTel's fiber network across India.
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Backbone network have been configured in multiple 'self-
healing' ring architecture which provide for redundancy 
by automatically redirecting traffic away from failed/ de-
graded route for fault-free service. The network supports 
SNCP and MS-Spring protection schemes. The network 
has been designed in such a way that full redundancy is 
available for bandwidth between any two points.

The complete network is managed by centralized network 
management systems (NMS) located at each region.  
RailTel has got the unique advantage to meet the quality 
bandwidth and service requirements from single network. 
The state of art network enables point and click 
provisioning of the bandwidth from anywhere to anywhere 
in the country. It enables provisioning of traffic of any 
granularity with the extensive reach from any part of the 
country to any other part. 

2.2 MPLS Backbone

One of the objectives of formation of RailTel was to spread 
telecom revolution in the remote and backward areas of 
the country by building state of the art multimedia network. 
In this process, RailTel has implemented country wide 
MPLS-IP backbone network to provide whole range of 
VPN & Internet services. The network has been built 
using high end routers supporting 2.5 Gbps core 
network. The network supports services like Layer 3 and 
Layer 2 VPN services, broadband internet access, 
multicast services etc.  The MPLS network has Core 
routers at 40 cities and mini routers at over 100 locations 
through which services is delivered to over 4000 

locations across the country presently. Further, the 
network is in the process of being upgraded to support 
Core links of 10Gbps by 2012.

3.0 RailTel's Expertise in Implementing various 
Networks

RailTel has developed considerable expertise in 
conceptualizing, designing and implementation of high-
end Triple play Networks supporting Voice, Video & Data 
connecting several thousand nodes. These projects 
include conceptualizing and network designing, 
implementation of network, maintenance of network with 
defined Service Levels (SLAs) & implementation of entire 
content delivery platform supporting various simultaneous 
applications including voice, video and data.
Before discussing RailTel's proposal for CCTNS, let us see 
as how various projects of National Importance have been 
undertaken by RailTel successfully, as these projects were 
completed on the concept of 'Built and Operate model'

3.1 National Knowledge Net as conceptualized by 
RailTel as lead Creator

Using its reach and available capacity, RailTel was the first 
company to offer creation of National Knowledge Network, 
built with core network layer of about 10G capacity on 
DWDM. This core layer is a nationwide core network layer 
connected in a ring or/and mesh topology (flow of traffic of 
10 GBPS). Core layer is a typical 33 cities mesh/ring 
connected network with minimum 10 Giga Bit routers 
interconnected on a Lambda in a DWDM network. Core 
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layer is supported by an aggregation network layer in a ring 
connected to regional nodes. As per the network plan, 
NKN shall have 84 Core links of 10 Gbps across 33 
locations (state capitals & important cities), 600 
Distribution links of 2.5 Gbps at District level and access 
links of 1G/100 Mbps capacity at 1500 locations (important 
institutions, universities). 

The network architecture and governance structure shall 
allow the participating institutions an option to connect to 
the Distribution layer through a last mile connectivity 
bandwidth, which shall be built by RailTel on fiber. The last 
miles have been catered on OFC with 100 MBPS/ 1Gbps 
access bandwidth. The entire network is being created by 
RailTel, BSNL & PGCIL to create operator redundancy at 
every level and providing dual homing of the network.  
An outlay of Rs. 5,990 Crore has been approved for this 
project and it shall be implemented over a period of next 
two years and operated for next 10 years. Under the 
project, RailTel is slated to execute links worth Rs. 1200 Cr. 
under the project. RailTel has already received order for 26 
Core links, 44 distribution links and 270 access links. Till 
date, RailTel has implemented  26 Core links (10 Gbps) 
and 162 Access links (1G/100 Mbps) to operationalize the 
network.

3.2 Creation of Intra/Inter District OFC network in 
North-East

RailTel achieved another milestone by bagging the 
prestigious project from USOF/DoT for laying of fiber in 6 
states of North-East for creation of intra/inter district 

network connecting all DHQs and SDHQs in the respective 
States. 

The program envisages to lay OFC cable ( at least 24 F 
underground) and provide minimum 2.5 Gbps bandwidth 
capacity upgradeable upto 10 Gbps. USOF envisages to 
use Existing fiber and collocation facility for creation of this 
network to reduce CAPEX requirement. Cable laying is 
encouraged at those sections/areas which is not covered 
by other operators for effective utilization of national 
resources. The agreement between USOF & RailTel shall 
be for a period of 7 years. The whole project has to be 
completed within 24 months timeline from the date of 
signing of agreement which is expected to be signed 
shortly. RailTel has already started the work of survey for 
laying of OFC in all six states under the project. 

3.3 National Optic Fiber Network (NOFN) for 
connecting 2.5 Lac Panchayats 

Democratizing information to improve governance and 
service delivery at the Panchayats through increased 
efficiency, accountability, transparency, collaboration, skill 
upgradation of communities at grassroots level 
functionaries, management and greater decentralized 
decision-making, is the need of the hour for the country.  
And in this process Broadband shall be the enabling 
technology by leveraging the benefits of Broadband 
connectivity, associated infrastructure such as computer 
hardware, software for applications in health, agriculture, 
education etc, and trained human resource will have to be 
created to enhance the governance system at the 
Panchayats.

In this effort, RailTel has digitalized its entire OFC core 
network on GIS platform and the analysis clearly shows 
that with the kind of reach and access provided by RailTel 
owned Core Optical Fibre Network. This Core OFC 
network has one of the largest presences in rural India with 
7448 Panchayats in the vicinity of RailTel's Point of 
Presence (PoPs) within 3 KM radius and 1.5 Lac 
panchayats can be reached using RailTel PoPs within a 
radius of 20 KMs. Hence this vast OFC network can be 
leveraged by further laying of OFC to those Panchayats 
which are relatively nearer to RailTel PoPs.
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A core team from RailTel, BSNL, PGCIL, CDOT & NIC has 
prepared a DPR to bring-out the scheme for creating 
National Optic Fiber Network in the country. The 
committee in its report has brought out the synergy that 
can be utilized between various PSU operators for creation 
of this network incl. the issues of interconnection and 
seamless working. In addition, the committee has also 
brought out revenue generation potential with clear 
business plan and architecture of the whole setup. The 
report is under active consideration of High Level 
Committee after which it shall be placed for the approval of 
cabinet. RailTel shall be one of the active member for 
finalization of the NOFN in the country.

4.0 Present Communication Systems in Railways 

Indian Railways has one of the largest and busiest rail 
networks in the world, transporting over 8 billion 
passengers and more than 900 million tonnes of freight per 
year. It is the world's largest utility employer, with more 
than 1.4 million employees. The Railways traverse the 
length and breadth of the country, covering 6,909 stations 
over a total route length of more than 63,327 Kilometers. 
Indian Railways is divided into 16 Zones, which are further 
sub-divided into divisions. Each of the sixteen Zones is 
headed by a General Manager (GM) who reports directly to 
the Railway Board. The zones are further divided into 
divisions under the control of Divisional Railway Managers 
(DRM).

To support this extensive Rail network in the World, Indian 
Railways have deployed various communication systems 
for its Signaling and administrative requirement. The 
following Core & Access network systems/technology 
(approx. quantity) are in use presently:

• OFC Cable - 40000 RKM
• Quad Cable - 47000 RKM
• IR's OH alignment - 2600 RKM
• BSNL's OH - 5000 RKM
• Analog MW/UHF - 7600 RKM
• Digital MW - 5400 RKM
• 25W VHF sets - 7200 RKM
• MTRC/GSM-R - 1700 RKM
• Satellite - 1025 nodes
• STM-4 - 13600 RKM
• MPLS-IP - 1.5G (aggregated)
• Railway Exchanges-82 nos. (integrated on NGN)
• Mobile CUG - 1.9 Lacs

The above systems are being used to provide various 
Signaling, Administrative & Commercial applications. The 
need is to segregate the Signaling network with 
Administrative and Commercial network for enhanced 
safety and security of Train operations.  

5.0 Futuristic Network for IR

5.1 Future Services & Applications
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To become a modern Railway system in the world, IR is 
looking forward to implement the following:

5.1.1 Signaling purpose

• Network based modern signaling systems for train 
operations (CBTC)

•  Centralised Train control systems with central NOC 
(CTC)   

•  Integrated safety & security systems (ETCS Level 1 or 
Level 2 using GSM-R/LTE)

5.1.2 Administrative & Commercial purpose
• Integrated network enabling triple play services for 

communication between administrative staff/offices
• Integrated network for all commercial applications like 

PRS, UTS, FOIS.
• Data/Voice communication for staff on-board & 

stations for commercial purpose.
• Passenger broadband & information services on 

stations/on-board trains & through portal.

5.1.3 Geographical Reach 

• Trains/Rolling stock
• Stations
• Railway Offices
• Trackside/LC Gates
• Bridges/Tunnels
• Depots/Loco-sheds
• Production Units

5.1 Future Network Requirement
Considering the above applications and spread of 
network, the following needs to be ascertained in the 
proposed/future Core network:

• Integration with present/legacy systems (both Analog 
& digital) 

• Integration of new technologies like LTE, Wimax, etc.
• Resilient & Reliable network even during any 

disasters/eventualities
• Capable to provide end to end safe and secure data 

communication
• Capable for quad play (Voice, data, video & mobility)
• IPv6 ready

5.2 Proposed Network Topology
Considering the above requirements, the whole network 
shall include the following:

1) OFC based basic infrastructure
2) DWDM based Core Transport layer
3) PTN based Core Service layer 
4) Local Access network

5.1 Network Architecture
RailTel proposes to build the entire network based on the 
three layered architecture on its existing OFC Network. 
The OFC needs to be augmented through incremental 
fiber to cover all physical locations including all tracks, 
sheds, Railway offices, stations, etc. 

 

OFC Core Layer

PTN Core 

Service Layer

 

DWDM Core 

Transport Layer

Local 

Access

 Providing access to 

passengers, vendors, 

employees, etc.
Single View of network

The transport layer is proposed to be created using latest 
DWDM systems providing sufficient capacity to be created 
for carrying Railways applications for both signaling & 
administrative purpose. For enabling Service layer on the 
network it is proposed to use state of the art PTN network 
over DWDM providing multiple paths (multi homing) for 
maintaining redundancy and reduce packet drops.

Traffic Engineering features within the mesh network to be 
deployed by RailTel will ensure low latencies and high 
network uptime. Most of the Core link can be setup by 
using RailTel's existing DWDM network to lower the cost of 

development. The active PTN based network like MPLS-
TP, CE, etc. shall have the capability to deliver various 
services over the backbone. The network shall ensure 
Layer 2, Layer 3, VPLS, SDH over MPLS, etc services on a 
single platform. This will allow future scalability of the entire 
solution and will make the system transparent to allow 
traffic from various access networks as well. 
The NGN based IP switch if augmented to support Class 5 
services will further enhance control of the entire service 
layer from different (existing & new) access systems incl. 
GSM-R, LTE, Wimax/wireless, VSAT, LAN, etc. This shall 
ensure inherent advantage of providing IR with robust and 
fail-proof communication infrastructure along with better 
manageability. 

The access network at Offices/Stations can be on LAN 
based systems having IPv6 support. However, for track 
side coverage the access can be provided by deploying 
LTE/Wimax based system so as to enable sensors, data 
loggers, video surveillance cameras, Handheld devices, 
etc to access the service layer on the section as well as 
platform/shed areas. 

xxxxxx
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Introduction:  

Internet Protocol (IP) is responsible for delivery of the 
packets (data) from source to destination in the network 
(Internet) and IP address uniquely specifies the location of 
the host or client on the Internet.

 The existing IP standard being followed at large is IPv4 (IP 
version 4) standard that features IP addresses which are of 
4 bytes length. Out of the 4.4 billion IPv4 addresses 
possible from IPv4 address length of 4 bytes, today we 
have used most of them.

 The World's IP address consumption rate peaked in the 
year 2010, at a new all-time high of an equivalent 243 
million addresses per year. What is missing in today's 
Internet is an abundant supply of new IPv4 addresses and 
the fact that stock of IPv4 addresses is facing imminent 
depletion, and the question of availability of IPv4 
addresses is best phrased in terms of months rather than 
years.

In the above scenario, the most significant challenge for 
Internet  today is Scaling  the Internet to meet an ever-
expanding agenda of more users, more devices, more 
traffic, more services, and more policies. The technical 
plan to address the address-exhaustion problem was to 
perform an upgrade of the Internet and convert the Internet 
from IPv4 to IP Version 6 (IPv6). This is simply because 
IPv6 supports a much larger address field  which is almost 
4 billion times larger than the address space supported by 
IPv4.

In this project, the following issues associated with IPv6 
adoption  on Indian Railways  are discussed and 
described below:

1 To understand , What is IPv6?, the limitations  of IPv4, 
benefits of  of IPv6 and basic IPv6 addressing are 
briefly discussed under para 1 below 

2 Deployment of IPv6: Options & Issues

3 Railway Board Policy  regarding adoption of IPv6 and 
Transition Roadmap 

4 Recommended Deployment Option for Railnet

5 Conclusion  

1. What is IPv6?

To appreciate, what is IPv6, the limitations of IPv4, Benefits 

IPV6-THE FUTURE OF INTERNET 
(INTRODUCTION &  DEPLOYMENT)

by  
Dr. K VIJAYA KUMAR

CSTE/Projects/SCR

of IPv6 and basic IPv6 addressing are  briefly discussed 
below:
         
1.1 Limitations   of IPv4

a) Address space exhaustion:

As brought out in the introduction, as of today only few 
blocks of  IPv4 addresses are available and eventually all 
IPV4 addresses will be exhausted. Therefore  IPv4 is not 
scalable and it would be very difficult to meet  growing 
users and new services in the Internet such as Next 
Generation Network(NGN) & Mobile IP. 

b) Routing inefficiency:

In the early Internet, address prefixes were not allocated to 
create a summarizable, hierarchical routing infrastructure. 
Instead, individual address prefixes were assigned and 
each address prefix became a new route in the routing 
tables of Internet backbone routers. With the ever 
expanding Internet, the routing tables of the Internet 
routers under IPv4 protocol have become very large and 
difficult to manage because of the inability to aggregate 
IPv4 prefix entries. This is putting a constraint on the 
performance of the Internet router and  thereby on the 
operations and growth of the Internet.

Also, the routing policies of Internet routers under IPv4 are 
geared to provide reachability but not quality of service 
(QOS). This means that IPv4 does not adequately support  
real time voice & video traffic.
 
c) End to End  constraint:

The infrastructure of IPv4 includes Network Address 
Translation (NAT's) as a network element in between host 
and user for efficient use of IPv4 public addresses.  NAT's 
add a state into the interior of the network and acts as a 
barrier for server, listner, and peer to peer applications 
running on the computers located behind the NAT. The 
content and services cannot connect with the users as end 
to end without negotiating with NAT's.  Therefore ,  IPv4 
infrastructure does not allow, adding new services to the 
network by simply equipping clients and services without 
leaving the interior of the network untouched. 

d) Security  constraint
 
The IPSEC is  not mandatory but optional in IPv4. If the 
end points of the IPSec are behind the NAT, its functionality 
becomes limited.

e) Mobility constraint
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The IPv4 support for mobile node is inefficient.

f) No Address Autoconfiguration of nodes without  
DHCP server.

1.2 Benefits  of IPv6

IPv6 is built based on the experiences learned from IPv4. 
The main features of IPv6 are described below which 
address the deficiencies of IPv4 mentioned under para 1 
above:

i) Huge Address space – IPv6 addresses are 128 bits 
long. This is plenty of address space for the foreseeable 
future and allows all manner of devices to connect to the 
Internet without the use of NATs. There are no hidden 
networks or hosts. Address space can also be allocated 
internationally in a more equitable manner. Therefore, 
IPv6 offers -  Scalability, Global reachability & Flexibility

ii) Efficient Routing – Ipv6 addresses that are reachable 
on the IPv6 portion of the Internet, known as global 
addresses, have enough address space for the hierarchy 
of Internet service providers (ISPs) that typically exist 
between an organization or home and the backbone of the 
Internet. Global address are designed to be aggregatable 
(summarizable) and hierarchical, resulting in relatively few 
routing entries in the routing tables of the Internet routers.  

a) Efficient Header –  IPv6 Header has been simplified 
and made more efficient when compared to IPv4 header. 
The major improvements of IPv6 header are:
1) No checksum resulting in fast processing
2)No Options field (replaced by extension headers) 
resulting in fixed IPv6 header of 40 bytes length.
3)Addition of two fields to the header(Traffic class & flow 
label) to provide better real time support
4)No fragmentation in intermediate nodes resulting in fast 
IP forwarding.
5)Simple base header aligned to 64 bits

The extension headers provided to substitute option field 
follow the above base header. The different type of 
headers are: Hop-by-Hop Option header, Destination 
Option header, Routing header, Fragment  header, 
Authentication header, and Encapsulating Security 
Payload Header. 
  
iii) Embedded security as IPsec is mandatory. IPsec 
support is end-to-end. IPsec can be provided at every 
node.

iv) Better Mobility & Better Real time traffic support 

v) Stateless Addresss Autoconfiguration  of nodes & 
Plug-n-play

vi) Better  ICMP with ICMPv6 with multicast instead of 
broadcast

1.3. Basic IPv6 addressing 

a)  The main point of IPv6 addressing is the 128 bits 

addresses, which give a wide addressing space (more 
than 10 ** 38 addresses). Addresses are assigned to 
interfaces and it is possible that one interface has multiple 
addresses. The address format is given below:

• x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x
• Where x is a 16 bits hexadecimal field

•  2001:0000:1234:0000:0000:C1C0:ABCD:0876
• Case insensitive

•  2001:0000:1234:0000:0000:c1c0:abcd:0876
• Leading zeros in a field are optional:

•  2001:0:1234:0:0:C1C0:ABCD:876

 Successive fields of 0 are represented as ::, but only once 
in an address:
examples:
– FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:1 => FF02::1
– 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1 => ::1
– 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0 => ::

b) Main Structure of an IPv6 address is given below: 

3ffe:3328:4:3:250:4ff:fe5c:b3f4
|--64 bits------|------64 bits-------|
 Network prefix        Interface prefix

The network prefix depends on the topology of the 
network, and identifies the network in which the device with 
that address is connected, and the Interface prefix, 
identifies a node of that network. The IPv6 network prefix 
include scope – link,  local, site & Global. 

c) There are 3 different types of IPv6 addresses:

Unicast: identifies a single interface. A  packet with an 
address of this type is delivered only to that interface.

Multicast: identifies a set of interfaces. A packet with this 
address is delivered to all the interfaces of the set.

Anycast: identifies also a set of interfaces, but in this case, 
a packet with this kind of address, is delivered only to one 
interface of the set. Usually the next interface, according to 
routing protocol.

 The main difference between IPv4 and IPv6 addresses 
are the  appearance of IPv6 anycast addresses and 
disappearance of IPv4 broadcast addresses, that are 
replaced by the IPv6 multicast addresses.

d) Addresses in URL

In a URL, it is enclosed in brackets
http://[2001:1:4F3A::206:AE14]:8080/index.html

2.   Deployment Options & Issues

2.1 Options: IPv6 is not backward compatible.  We need 
to introduce IPv6 connectivity into the IPv4 world. IPv6 
hosts must be able to communicate with each other across 
IPv4  nets. Similarly, when IPv6 native network becomes 
common place, IPv4 hosts must be able to communicate 
with each other across IPv6 networks. IPv6 hosts would 
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also need to communicate with IPv4  hosts.  Is Dual IP 
stack network  a suitable option for transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6? The broad three options for transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6 which allow co-existence of IPv4 & IPv6 are as 
following: 

a) Tunneling  - Allows hosts that support IPv6 to talk to 
other IPv6 host through IP4 world without much change in 
the IPv4 network infrastructure.
The approaches to tunneling are:

-Autotunneling:i) 6to4 tunnels which require IP4-to-IPv6 & 
                             IPv6-to-IPv4 relays
                         ii) Toredo tunnels

-Manual Tunneling:Tunnel Brokers

b) Dual Stack 

i) Operation of  Comprehensive Dual Stack by ISP by 
deploying IPv6 across all of its infrastrucure 

ii) Hybrid approach of offering IPV6 services while still 
operating with IPv4 only infrastructure:
-6RD
-MPLS and 6PE
-MPLS and 6VPE

c) Protocol Translation
Translation between the two
-NAT-PT, NAT64, Bi-directional Mapping Gateway

As a part of co-existence of IPv4 & IPv6, the protocols 
namely ICMPv6, DNS, DHCPv6,  RIPng for IPv6, OSPF 
for IPv6 & FTP may be adapted to IPv6 as required.

2.2 Issues with Deployment options:

2.2.1 Tunneling 

2.2.1.1 6to4 autotunneling approach

- 6to4 may be used by an individual host or by  a local 
IPv6 network. When used by a host, it must have a 
global IPv4 address connected and the host is 
responsible for encapsulation of outgoing TPv6 
packets & decapsulation of incoming 6to4 packets. If 
the host is configured to forward packets for other 
clients, often a local network, it is then a router.

- The major concern here is that a successful 
connection relies on the assistance of both an 
outbound & an inbound 6 to 4 third party relays. There 
is path asymmetry which can cause connection 
problems, where one party can deliver packets to the 
other but not the reverse.

- Such configurations can have problems, if the IPv4 
host is configured with stateful filters that insist that the 
IPv4 source address in the incoming packets match 
the destination address of outgoing packets, not 
necessarily true in a 6ot4 connection.

- There may be sites which operate firewall filters which 
disallow incoming packets other than TCP & UDP & 
some form of ICMP. The  6to4 packets use protocol 41, 
which may be blocked.

- Tunneling adds an additional packet header, inflating 
the size of the packet & increases the risk of 
encountering path Maximum Transmission Unit 
(MTU).

6to4 is not recommended as it is prone to many forms of 
operational failures.

2.2.1.2 Toredo autotunneling approach

Toredo uses a combination of ICMPv6 message 
exchanges to set up a connection & tunneled packets 
encapsulated using an outer IPv4 header & a UDP header, 
and it contains the IPv6 packet as a UDP payload. Some of 
the issues in this approach are given below:

- IPv6 firewalls that routinely discard ICMP mesaages 
will disrupt communications with Toredo clients.

- Toredo is a per-host connectivity approach, as 
compared to 6to4 approach, which can support both 
individual hosts & entire end sites with the same 
technology. 

- Toredo is more a connectivity tool than a service 
solution, and one that is prone to many forms  of 
operational failures.

Toredo is not recommended as it is prone to many forms of 
operational failures.

2.2.1.3  Tunnel Brokers (Manual Tunneling approach)

It is based on manual configuration of IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnel. 
Here an IPv6 packet is simply prefixed by a 20 octet IPv4 
header IPv4 packet header. In the outer IPV4 packet 
header, the source address is the IP address of the tunnel 
ingress, the destination address is the IPv4 address of the 
tunnel egress, and the IP protocol field uses value 41, 
indicating that the payload is an IPv6 packet. The packet is 
passed across the IPv4 network from tunnel ingress to 
egress using conventional IPv4 pakcet forwarding, and at 
the egress point the IPv4 IP packet header is removed and 
the inner IPv6 packet is routed in an IPv6 network as 
before. From the IPv6 perspective, the transit across the 
IPv4 network is a single logical hop. 

Alternatively, like Virtual Private Network (VPN) tunnels, 
the tunnel can be configured using UDP or TCP, and with 
some care, the tunnel can be configured through NAT 
functions in the same way as VPN tunnels can be 
configured through NAT functions. 

However, this approach does not lend itself to 'Plug-and-
Play' environment.

The utility of Tunneling  approach is restricted to a 
very small number of end clients who have the 
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technical expertise & willingness to debug problems 
associated with asymmetric paths, Path MTU 
mismatches, Third party relays & Interaction with 
filters. Not recommended for larger Internet.

2.2.2 Dual Stack

2.2.2.1 Comprehensive  Dual Stack deployment by 
ISP:

This solution implies that the network needs to support 
IPv6 in the ISP's routing infrastructure, in the network data 
plane, in the load management systems, in the operational 
support infrastructure, in access and accounting, and in  
peering & in transit. In short, wherever there is IPv4 there 
needs to be IPv6. This approach has two significant 
problems:

- It  requires a comprehensive overhaul of every 
element in ISP's network. It may  takes months if not 
years to do so with bottlenecks of vendor support and 
could be beyond the operative budgets of the ISP's.

- It still does not account for the inevitable fact that in the 
coming months, the current supply lines of IPv4 
address will end & any continued expansion of the 
service platform will require some different 
approaches to the way in which IPv4 addresses are 
deployed in the service platform.

This may not necessarily be the most appropriate 
response for many ISP's to the dual factors of IPv6 
transition & IPv4 exhaustion. Also, the cost of converting all 
parts of an ISP's operation to run dual-stack mode can be 
quite high, and the benefit of running every aspect of an 
ISP's service offering in dual-stack mode is dubious at 
best. 

2.2.2.2 Hybrid approaches to support IPv6 in a service 
provider network:

In this approach, ISP delivers IPv6 services to clients while 
still operating an IPv-only internal network. ISP network 
functions as a transit conduit.  The advantage of this 
approach  is that the internal infrastructure of the service 
provider network need not be altered to support additional 
carriage protocols: The changes to specifically support 
IPv6 are required only at the network ingress elements, 
and a basic encapsulation stripping function is used at all 
the egress points. The issues associated with  6RD (IPv6 
rapid deployment) , MPLS &  6PE and MPLS & 6VPE  
under this category are discussed below:

2.2.2.2.1   6RD by ISP

It is an interesting refinement of the 6to4 approach 
discussed under para 2.2.1 above. Similar to 6to4, it 
utilizes tunneling mechanism to tunnel through the 
network infrastructure of  the ISP (Single provider), and the 
intended function to tunnel from Customer Premises 
Equipment (CPE) to IPv6 Border Relays operated by the 
customer's ISP. Some of advantages of this approach are 
given below:

Advantages:

- It is much more reliable/better than 6to4 approach for 
the following reasons:

i) There are no wild-card third-party relays in the picture 
as in the case of 6to4.

ii) For outbound traffic, the CPE provides the 
encapsulation which is under the  operational control 
of ISP.

iii) The IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnel is directed to the ISP's own 
6RD border relay which also under operational control 
of ISP without outbound third party relay.

iv) In the reverse path, the use of provider's own IPv6 
prefix in 6RD, instead of generic 2002::/16 prefix, 
ensures that the inbound packets are sent through 
IPv6 directly to the ISP, and the IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnel is 
again limited to a hop across the ISP's own internal 
infrastructure.

- As long as the ISP effectively manages all CPE 
devices, and as long as the CPE itself is capable of 
supporting the configuration of additional functional 
modules that can deliver unicast IPv6 to the client and 6RD 
tunnels inward to the ISP, then 6RD is a viable option for 
ISP.
      
- At the cost of upgrading the CPE set to include 6RD 
support, and the cost of deployment of 6RD Border Relays 
that terminate these CPE tunnels, together with IPv6 
transit from these Border Relays, the ISP is in a position to  
provide dual-stack support to its client base from an 
internal network platform that remains an IPv4 service 
platform, thereby deferring the process of conversion of its 
entire network infrastructure base to support IPv6.

- 6RD is an interesting and cost-affective alternative to a 
comprehensive dual-stack deployment, as long as the ISP 
has some mechanism to load the CPE with IPv6 support 
and 6RD relay functions. It allows existing infrastructure of  
IPv4 to be in place temporarily, for ISP's seeking an 
incremental path to IPv6 support.

2.2.2.2.2    MPLS & 6PE

In this approach, with minor change in signaling plane to 
the current IPv4 MPLS backbones, service provider can 
deploy IPv6 support, It supports IPv6 on an existing MPLS 
network as a PE-to-PE MPLS path set without explicit IPv4 
tunnel setup requiring one IPv4 address per IPv6 domain. 
The 6PE technique provides for global reachability over 
IPv4 MPLS. The issues associated with this approach are:

- It allows one shared routing table for all devices in PE 
router. It does not cater for logical separation

- It requires updation of LDP/RSVP-TE protocol to 
enable a separate  signalling plane in MPLS core network 
creating & extending support to PE-to-PE MPLS path set 
for IPv6 routes in the MPLS core network. This could 
increase the complexitiy of the operational side.

- Dual stack is mandatory on PE router
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2.2.2.2.3     MPLS & 6VPE

The 6VPE technique allows carrying IPv6 in a VPN fashion 
over a non-IPv6-aware MPLS core. It also allows IPv4 or 
IPv6 communities to communicate with each other over an 
IPv4 MPLS backbone without modifying the core MPLS 
infrastructure. By avoiding dual-stacking on the core 
routers, the resources can be dedicated to their primary 
function to avoid any complexity on the operational side. 
The transition and integration with respect to the current 
state of networks is also transparent. Some of the 
advantages in this approach are:

o They maintain separate routing tables for logical 
separation. They provide better security than 6PE.

o No need for modification in the core MPLS 
infrastructure

2.2.3 Protocol Translation

In one approach, the IVI Bi-directional Mapping Gateways, 
provides one-to-one mapping by embedding fields of one 
address  in the other. In another approach, Network 
Address Translator-Protocol Translator (NAT-PT), uses a 
mapping table in a fashion similar to a conventional NAT 
unit. 

The common constraint here is that if there are no ipv4 
addresses, then such a bidirectional mapping cannot be 
sustained in each approach. Ultimately, if every packet that 
traverses the public Internet requires public address 
values in the source and destination fields, and the ISP 
must  protocol bridge between IPv4 and  IPv6, then public 
IPv4 addresses are required.

 
3.0  Railway Board Policy  regarding adoption of IPv6 
and Transition Roadmap

3.1 Railway Board Policy regarding adoption of IPv6

Railway Board vide letter no /No. -2011/Tele/11(7)1 dated 
05/9/2011 (Annexure 1) have advised that Govt. of India 
has released an IPv6 policy document namely, “National 
IPv6 Deployment Roadmap” in July 2010. According to this 
policy,

i) All Major Service Providers (This includes RCIL) will 
offer IPv6 services by December 2011

ii) All Central and State Government Ministries and 
Departments including its PSU, shall start using IPv6 
services by March 2012

Director/Telecom has been nominated as the Nodal Officer 
from the Ministry of Railways to coordinate with DoT for 
this purpose. The CCEs shall also be the Nodal officers for 
their Railways.  A Roadmap for transition to IPv6 in this 
connection is discussed below in the next para.
 
3.2 Roadmap for Transition to IPv6

The following aspects need to be considered for 
transition to IPv6:

• Check IPv6 compliance: 
 Study the existing network
  Recommend upgrade of the equipment
 S o f t w a r e  u p g r a d e  o r  h a r d w a r e  

upgrade/replacement. 
 All future equipment purchase must ensure that 

the equipment is IPv6 ready

• Plan IPv6 addressing: 
 Take IPv6 addresses from APNIC or ISP. Make 

IPv6 Address allocation policy and plan IPv6 
addressing for the entire network.

• Enable IPv6 routing: 
 Configure all Layer 3 switches and routers
 Enable static/dynamic routing inside the network.

• Setup IPv6 Application Servers: 
 Upgrade the Domain Name servers
 Upgrade web servers, mail servers, network 

management servers

• Enable IPv6 peering: 
 Enable BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) routing 

for IPv6 peering with  ISP to provide Internet 
access over IPv6.
 

• Migrate Services on IPv6: 
 Test  services like Internet access, Email, VoIP, 

IPTv etc. on IPv6 and migrate the services to 
support both IPv6 and IPv4. 

The cost implications in this connection are discussed 
below:

3.3   Range of Costs for Transition to IPv6

For the items mentioned in the roadmap for transition 
under para 3.2 above, the range of costs are given below:

Item Nature of Cost Range 

Check IPv6 compliance Labour Low 

Plan IPv6 addressing:  Labour  Low 

Enable IPv6 routing Hardware Upgradation  
/ Labour 

High /Medium 

Setup IPv6 Application 
Servers 

Software Upgradation  / 
Labour 

High 

Enable IPv6 peering Labour Low 

Migrate Services on 
IPv6 

Labour  Low 

 
The above information is based on the case study of I.I.T, 
Kanpur
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Another case study of Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) 
also gives range of costs mentioned below for transition for 
IPv4 to IPv6

 

3.4  Perceived Bottlenecks in transition to IPv6

The Global IPv6 Deployment Monitoring Survey, 2010 
(RIPE NCC 2009/2010) has identified the following 
bottlenecks in transition to IPv6 based on the feedback 
received from 769 respondents across the world.

a) The major bottleneck in practice confirmed by the 
majority respondents is Vendor support in transition to 
IPv6. Vendors need operational testing to mature their 
products. Still, product-specific bugs are regularly 
encountered. With the result the embedded devices which 
were originally developed for IPv4 are taking long time to 
enable/upgrade it to IPv6. Some of the embedded devices 
are 

i) DSLAM's
ii) Firewalls
iii) Load Balancers
iv) Many such devices which are still configured in 

firmware to operate exclusively using IPv4
 
b) For those who are not ready to go for IPv6, costs are 
an important factor.

c) For those who are still waiting before acting, lack of 
business for IPv6 services is another important factor.

d) Other factors include lack of experience with IPv6

For those who acted, IPv4 address exhaustion has been 
the motivating factor for transition to IPv6. Most(94%)  of  
the users/ISP's have preferred dual stack deployment 
option for their IPv6 setup. 

For the reasons mentioned above, the present IPv6 
penetration is very limited(2%). It would take few years (2 
to 5 years) for transition from IPv4 to IPv6.

4.0   Recommended IPv6 Deployment Option for 
Railnet

ISP's/Operators play a crucial role in transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6. A brief discussion regarding  recommended IPv6 
deployment option for Railnet, from the point of view of 
RailTel (ISP, Our Operator) and from the  point of view of 
Zonal Railway(SCR, for example) is given below:
 
4.1 RailTel (ISP) :

4.1.1 The backbone for RailTel is MPLS. 6PE & 6VPE 
discussed under para 2 above are options available with 
MPLS & 6VPE  may be suitable(recommended) option 
as it allows carrying IPv6 in a VPN fashion over a non-
IPV6-aware MPLS core. It also allows IPv4 or IPv6 
communities to communicate with each other over an IPv4 
MPLS backbone without modifying the core infrastructure. 
This is more like a regular IPv4 MPLS-VPN provider edge, 
with an  addition of  IPv6 support within Virtual Routing and 
Forwarding (VRF)(Pl. see Annexure 2).

4.1.2 IPv6 and IPv4 are not inter-operable. An ISP need 
to take all steps to ensure service continuity and 
transparency to the customers all the times during the 
transition and co-existence. It is very important that 
transition to IPv6 is stable and non-disruptive to existing 
services. In this connection the Problems areas that need 
to addressed referring to the perceived bottlenecks for 
transition to IPv6 mentioned under para 3.4 above are 
given below:

a) Network related problems

IPv6 Address Architecure which addresses the issues 
of  Recommended prefix length & Private addressing 
for zonal railways

b) Connectivity related problems

i) Impact of dual stack in the CPE & maintenance of 
two separate routing tables (one for IPv4 & 
another for IPv6) in the PE on the performance of 
PE router & CPE edge router considering the 
limited router resources of CPU &  Memory.

ii) Impact of   IPv6 on existing QoS
iii) Impact of the minimum MTU (Maximum 

Transmission Unit) requirement of 1280 bytes for 
IPv6

c) High Availability requirement for IPv6 services
 
d) DNS  related problems
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e) Application related problems   with  co-existence of 
IPv4 & IPv6 applications including Security 
considerations (Firewall) 

f) Network Management and Operations related 
problems

4.2 Zonal Railway (End users):

The network architecture in the headquarters and divisions 
need to be examined and IPv6 audit of the existing IPv4 
infrastructure inside the zonal railway including that 
provided  at divisions outside the RailTel Premises need to 
be carried out with the help of suitable consultancy from 
outside. The IPv6 audit should generate a report detailing 
IPv6 readiness of the all network devices, operating 
systems and applications which constitutes the Customer 
Premises Equipment (CPE) for the Railway with RailTel as 
ISP. In addition IPv6 Compliance and Certification for the 
following need to be ensured.
 
• New procurement of ICT equipment must be IPv6 

Ready 
• Compliance test of products on conformance to the 

standards set by the IPv6 Forum. 
• Organization and Solution providers may work jointly 

sharing the responsibilities

Railways in association with RailTel need to provide 
manageable  and reliable provisioning  mechanism to 
provision IPv6 service to end users. At present, the CPE 
uses private address space with NAT. In IPv6 world, things 
work differently,  most of the users will be given a IPv6 
address prefix. All the host behind CPE are  given public 
IPv6 addresses.
The changes to existing the provisioning model would 
raise  questions similar to the following that needs to be 
addressed.

i) DHCP or Auto Configuration or mix of both
ii) What is the recommended length of IPv6 address 

prefix for each user?
iii)  How to support legacy CPE's while transitioning to 

IPv6?

5.0 Conclusion

Although the current IPv6 penetration in India & in the 
world is negligible, with the IPv4 address exhaustion in 
near future, and proliferation of applications such as next 
generation networks (NGN) & Mobile IP's, the deployment 
of IPv6 is bound to accelerate. But, Transition requires lot 
of time, it may mean risk to existing customer service and 
also loss of margins for the ISP's. Changing CPE is not 
easy for the zonal railway as well.

Annexure 2

xxxxxxx
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ERTMS - VEHICLE CERTIFICATION

Excerpts taken from the Magazine

On Indian Railways, due to ongoing train control systems, 
interograte system from a challenge due to space, loco 
power supply up compilation. Here is a case study on the 
similar experience of KEMS while implementing ERTMS.

Context

In the Netherlands the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Environment has accrediated a number of organiastions 
as a Notified Body in the field of interoperability for the 
railway system. One of these organisations is KEMA Rail 
Transport Certification, which is accrediated for (among 
others) Control, Command and Signalling and contracted 
by Infrastructure Managers as well as industry providing 
ERTMS/ETCS equipment for the on-board subsystem as 
well for the track-side subsystem. In this paper only the 
experiences gained with the assessment and certification 
of the on-board subsystem are discussed.

The Case

The case presented concerns the Siemens locomotive 
ES64F4, better known as Baureihe 189 (series BR189) of 
DB Schnker, although the Swiss labelled the same 
locomotive as Re474 and the leasing company Mitsui Rail 
Capital Europe (MRCE) uses Siemens' label ES64F4 
(Figure 1).

This locomotive is designed to run under a d.c. power 
supply (1.5 kV and 3 kV) as well as under an a.c. power 
supply (15 kV and 25 kV). Of course, the countries where 
there power supply systems exist each have their own 
legacy ATP system. In the European jargon these are 
called "Class B systems" in order to distinguish from the 
"Class A", which is the European jargon these are called 
"Class B systems" in order to distinguish from the "Class 
A", which is the European Railway Traffic Management 
System / European Train Control System (ERTMS/ETCS).

Siemens promotes its locomotive as a real "European" 
locomotive, which should be capable of running, for 
instance on the Freight Corridor Rotterdam - Genoa. This 
corridor is - according to the Technical Specification for 
Interoperability for the Conventional Rail network (TSI 
CCS-CR) - to be equipped with ERTMS/ETCS from 
Rotterdam Harbour to Genoa (excluding the Belgain 
Zeebrugge - Cologne branch) by 2015. But the locomotive 
is also designed (and already delivered) to run in other 
countries like : Poland, Austria, Hungary, Croatia etc.

ATP Systems

Related to the countries mentioned above, the locomotive 
is to be equipped - at least for the complete Corridor A - with 
the following legacy ATP systems (for the countries 
indicated) :

• ETCS (for the corridor!);
• SCMT (Italy);
• Signum, ZUM (Switzerland);
• LZB/PZB (Germany);
• ATB (the Netherlands);
• TBL (Belgium).

Specific Characteristics

In this case the following specific characteristics apply to 
the project for the assessment and certification :

• The owner is a leasing company (MRCE), which 
required flexibility of use of each locomotive.

• As a consequence the actual operator is not known 
and will vary during the lifetime of the locomotive.

• Siemens builds the locomotive, but the 
ERTMS/ETCS equipment to be installed in it is 
produced by Alstom.

• For the certification the ERTMS/ETCS version 
2.2.2+ as applied in the Netherlands (Harbourline 
ETCS Level 1, Betuweroute ERTMS Level 2) and in 
Sw i t ze r l and  (Ma t t s te t t en -Ro th r i s t  and  
Lötschhergbasetunnel) is to be proven;

• Of course, at a later stage an upgrade to 
ERTMS/ETCS version 2.3.0d is contracted and, 
maybe, at some moment Baseline 3 of 
ERTMS/ETCS has to be included;

• The locomotive is built in a number of variants, each 
planned for a limited number of countries, which 
leads to numerours variants in terms of 
combinations of APT-systems (some including 
ETCS, others without);

• In some case there is a requirement for "inhibition" 
of ETCS (this requirement is not history)

On Board Subsystem

In order to give some basic impression of an 
ERTMS/ETCS on-board subsystem Figure 3 is included in 
which the following building components are visualised :

• Antennas for GSM-R, mostly duplicated;
• GSM-R mobile equipment as the interface between 

the GSM-R system and the central unit (see 
hereafter);

• ERTMS/ETCS European Vital Computer (EVC) on-
board safe computer, the central processing unit;

• Transmission Modules (STMs): to interface Class B 
ATP-systems with the ERTMS/ETCS;

• Each STM has its own antenna(s);
• Wheel sensors and radas as sensors to provide for 

accurate speed information for ERTMS/ETCS;
• Antenna(s) for reading the information sent by 

Eurobalise(s) and/or Euroloop(s).
• Interface to the train equipment, among which the 

interface with the Emergency Brake;
• Interface between ERTMS components is via a 

Profitbus;



• Interfacing between ERTMS and the on-board 
vehicle management system is a Trian bus, like the 
Multifunction Vehicle Bus (MVB).

One issue with a very down-o-earth nature is to find 
enough space at the bottom of the vehicle for all antennas, 
needed by the national ATP-systems and, of course, for 
the radars and Eurobalise antenna(s).
Class B

As mentioned before, the locomotive is equipped with a 
number of national ATP-systems, called the "Class B" 
systems. In this case a number of variants for the 
implementation of these systems, with respect to their 
interaction with the ERTMS on-board, can be distinguised:

• Real STM solution to the TSI;
• A supplier specific STM solution, not interfacing via 

Profitbus, but via a proprietary solution;
• Separate from ETCS without interfacing at all.

The latter solution leads in some circumstances to 
hindrance in the operation, as there situations in which 
both the trackside systems (national ATP and ETCS) are 
active. Of course, this is "repaired" in later releases of the 
specific variant concerned.

A specific issue for the assessment is the -possible- 
interaction between Class B systems as such and 
between Class B and ERTMS/ETCS. For each variant, i.e. 
each specific combination of ATP Systems present, this 
has to be assessed. 

Futhermore the numerous ATP Systems lead to a large 
number of possible transition between these systems, of 
course in the end determined by the infrastructure over 
which the locomotive will run. And the implementation of 
transitions at the different borders between countries is not 
stable at all: each has to take into account the passage of 
trains equipped with ERTMS. So Pro-Rail has 
implemented a dedicated project for STM-STM transitions 
at all national borders of its railway network.

MMI

The locomotive is of a modern design and has-of course- 
an interface with the driver equipped with two screens. For 
the national ATP-systems each has-based on the history of 
the system - its own dedicated DMI, composed of lamps 
and pushbuttons as is for example the case for the NL 
ATM-system. And then, in addition, ETCS is implemented. 
In the first instance, as shown in Figure 4, the cabin is 
foreseen with numerous different types of equipment in 
order to deal with each system separately. 

Findings

During the assessment and certification a lot of experience 
was gained. Some examples of findings concern:

• The subject of "system" integration;
• A tension between (terminology of) TSI and 

CENELEC standards.
• Testing;

• Braking curves;
• Transitions;
• DML;

System Integration

In the terminology used in the European legislation, the 
railway system is composed of a number of subsystems 
like:

• Operations;
• Control, Command and Signalling;
• Energy;
• Rolling Stock;
• Infrastructure

These subsystems are each-more or less - defined by TSIs 
and have to be integrated into a complete railway system. 
There are three areas which create some difficulties in this 
respect.

• The complete railway system is not covered by the 
TSIs; e.g. in the area of the Control, Command and 
Signalling subsystem (CCS) the interlocking 
system is not included (the blue oval).

• The CCS subsystem  has subsystems on-board the 
rolling stock as well as subsystems at trackside; 
these subsystems have to be integrated, which 
often is labelled as Track-Train-Integration.

• The integration of the subsystems into the railway 
system is allocated to the "Member State", which 
implies that each country has its own rules and 
regulations in this respect.

TSI and Cenelec

Where the CENELEC standard EN 50.129 defines Safety 
Cases are as follows :

• Generic Product Safety Case (GPSC)
• Generic Application Safety Case (GASC)
• Specific Application Safety Case (SASC)

This terminology does not match 1 to 1 with the 
terminology used in the TSI's where distinction is made 
between:

• Interoperability Constituent;
• On-board and track side assembly.

Furthermore, in the case at hand a need was felt to 
distinguish between the ERTMS/ETCS equipment as such 
(the "on-board assembly" outside any kind of vehicle) and 
this equipment" as built into" the vehicle. This would 
require some kind of:

• Generic ERTMS/ETCS on-board Application 
Safety Case;

• Specific ERTMS/ETCS on-board of the ES64F4 
Implementation Safety Case.

It would be of a great help if CENELEC will succeed in 
improving the terminology used in this standard, in order to 
improve the possibilities to match it with the jargon used in 
the TSI's.
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Braking Curves

Of course one has to find a balance between capacity and 
safety:

• Safety requires many margins, leading to long 
braking curves;

• From capacity point of view: the braking curves 
should be as short as feasible

Who decides on this balance ? It will never be the 
manufacturer, neither of the locomotive not of the 
ERTMS/ETCS equipment. In the end it is a responsibility of 
a National Safety Authority to define the safety targets to 
be reached in this respect. The complication lies in the 
dependence of the vehicle behaviour on the actual state of 
the railway infrastructure. Consider the subject of "slippery 
track".

The actual TSI, defining Baseline 2 of ERTMS/ETCS 
(version 2.3.0d) is not complete with respect to this 
subject. The Baseline 3 promises improvements in this 
area by a mandatory common braking model. But, in the 
end, the parameters to be used in this braking model are 
still to be defined at a national level. And, as a 
consequence, may vary from country to country.

Conclusions

On Indian Railways we need to learn from the above 
implementation thorough setting up relevant institutional 
and process framework.

xxxxxxx
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